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Abstract: Studies on training/expertise-related effects on human brain in context of neuroplasticity have
revealed that plastic changes modulate not only task activations but also patterns and strength of internetworks
and intranetworks functional connectivity in the resting state. Much has known about plastic changes in resting
state on global level; however, how training/expertise-related effect affects patterns of local spontaneous activ-
ity in resting brain remains elusive. We investigated the homogeneity of local blood oxygen level-dependent
fluctuations in the resting state using a regional homogeneity (ReHo) analysis among 16 acupuncturists and 16
matched nonacupuncturists (NA). To prove acupuncturists’ expertise, we used a series of psychophysical tests.
Our results demonstrated that, acupuncturists significantly outperformed NA in tactile-motor and emotional
regulation domain and the acupuncturist group showed increased coherence in local BOLD signal fluctuations
in the left primary motor cortex (MI), the left primary somatosensory cortex (SI) and the left ventral medial pre-
frontal cortex/orbitofrontal cortex (VMPFC/OFC). Regression analysis displayed that, in the acupuncturists
group, ReHo of VMPFC/OFC could predict behavioral outcomes, evidenced by negative correlation between
unpleasantness ratings and ReHo of VMPFC/OFC and ReHo of SI and MI positively correlated with the dura-
tion of acupuncture practice. We suggest that expertise could modulate patterns of local resting state activity
by increasing regional clustering strength, which is likely to contribute to advanced local information process-
ing efficiency. Our study completes the understanding of neuroplasticity changes by adding the evidence of
local resting state activity alterations, which is helpful for elucidating in what manner training effect extends
beyond resting state. Hum Brain Mapp 35:1074–1084, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The human brain undergoes dynamic changes in response
to experience/training throughout the life span. Recently,
studies on training/expertise in the context of neuroplastic-
ity have attracted much scientific attention. Previous conclu-
sions have explicated differentiated functional response
patterns to specific tasks under modulation of training effect
(Erickson et al., 2007; Ilg et al., 2008; Kelly and Garavan,
2005; Koeneke et al., 2004; Tang et al., 2007; Thomas et al.,
2009). In more advanced scenarios, extensive training nor-
mally leads to the mastery of a skill, namely expertise, which
is demonstrated to have functional correlates in the brain of
musicians (Kleber et al., 2010; Parsons et al., 2005), medita-
tion experts (Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2007), esthetic experts
(Kirk et al., 2009) and radiological experts (Harley et al.,
2009). More recently, the academe have begun to realize that
the training/expertise-specific effect on functional origina-
tions may extend beyond task state to resting state.

In the absence of overt perceptual input and behavioral
output, restful brain consists of spontaneous fluctuations
in neuronal activity (Zhang and Raichle, 2010), as reflected
in spontaneous activity of the blood oxygen level-depend-
ent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
signal, an indication of local neuronal activity (Lee et al.,
2010). Spontaneous cortical activity has been proposed to
play a pivotal role in maintaining the ongoing, internal
representations (Lewis et al., 2009) which may be involved
in the coding of expected sensory stimuli, prospective
motor responses, and prior experience (Miall and Robert-
son, 2006; Raichle and Snyder, 2007), although its func-
tional role is not well understood (Lewis et al., 2009).
Studies have revealed that training/expertise-related
neuroplasticity changes can shape subsequent spontaneous
activity by changing engagement of resting state networks
or altering strength of internetworks or intranetworks
functional connectivity within the resting brain (Albert
et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2011; Taubert
et al., 2011). Nevertheless, a prominent phenomenal
observation is that, concomitant with overt behavioral
adaptation and conversancy in behavioral performance,
aggregated subsystems/regions can perform specific func-
tion without perturbing the remainder of the system (Bas-
sett et al., 2011), which may be accounted to increased
local information processing efficiency (Brefczynski-Lewis
et al., 2007). Accordingly, we come to beg the question
how spontaneous fMRI BOLD signals are modulated
locally by training/expertise effects in the resting brain.

The ReHo method (Zang et al., 2004) has been devel-
oped to analyze the similarities or coherence of focal brain
spontaneous low-frequency (<0.08 Hz) BOLD signal
fluctuations in voxelwise analysis across the whole brain.
This method assumes that, within a functional cluster, the
hemodynamic characteristics of every voxel would be
similar or synchronous with those of each other, and such
similarity could be changed or modulated by different
conditions (Zang et al., 2004). The Kendall coefficient of

concordance (KCC) (Kendall, 1990) was used to measure
the similarity of the time series of one voxel with that of
its nearest neighbors in a voxelwise manner. It has been
successfully used to investigate the functional modulations
in the resting state for pathological datasets (Yu et al.,
2011b) as well as in healthy subjects (Tian et al., 2011). On
the other hand, we proposed a novel but robust model,
namely acupuncturists. Acupuncturists serve as a pillar of
physicians in China. Their professional skills were trained
following standardized protocol in extended years, con-
solidated, and retained during clinical practice as a func-
tion of time and accumulative experience (Cheng, 1987).
Basically, acupuncturists rely heavily on their tactile-motor
proficiency, which seems a unitary, even automatic pro-
cess, but is substantially decomposable (Fig. 1). This skill
possesses three interacting components: (1) exceptional
tactile discrimination ability for the functioning digits
which enable the acupuncture practitioners to distinguish
subtle dynamic changes of manipulation sensation trans-
mitted through fine needles due to a patient’s constantly
changing bodily response to each round of needling
manipulation; (2) the ability of making precise and prompt
adjustment in generating motor plans/commands for the
following round of finger manipulation to achieve optimal
clinical outcomes; (3) the execution of motor plans/
commands into coordinated and fine finger movements.
Meanwhile, perceiving the pain of others leads to empathy

Figure 1.

The schematic diagram of acupuncturist’s tactile-motor and

emotion regulation proficiency. The patients’ concurrent bodily

response to each round of needling manipulation is transmitted

to prohand through fine needles. The acupuncturist distinguishes

the subtle difference between the actual tactile sensation and

the expected one, which is followed by motor planning proce-

dure. Then, the postural configuration from the motor plan is

executed as acupuncturist’s fine and coordinated finger move-

ment over the needles. This feedback loop is repeated until the

target response is obtained. At the same time, an emotion regu-

lation mechanism must operate to prevent aversive emotions

from affecting acupuncturists’ subsequent behaviors. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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or personal distress, therefore emotion regulatory skills
must operate in acupuncturists who inflict painful proce-
dures in their daily practice with patients to prevent nega-
tive emotions from impairing their capacity of assistance
(Cheng et al., 2007).

Therefore, in the current study, we adopted regional ho-
mogeneity (ReHo) approach and the expertise model of
acupuncturists to assess how expertise affects local pat-
terns of resting state activity. First, a series of psychophysi-
cal tasks were adopted to verify acupuncturists’ behavioral
proficiency in regards to tactile-motor and emotion regula-
tion ability. Second, taken the fact that resting state activity
is modulated by prior learning experience (Albert et al.,
2009), we expected to see changes in patterns of local brain
activity in acupuncturists’ group in regions responsible for
tactile-motor skills and higher order cognitive control abil-
ity. Third, we also conducted regression analysis between
ReHo of regions showing significant group difference
between groups vs. duration of acupuncture practice, as
well as behavioral measurements.

Given the paucity of studies, we suggest that our study
may reveal a novel connection between the neuroplasticity
mechanism and resting state activity. We further suggest that
elucidating the relationship between training and function
coherence under restful state is important to determine in
what manner training effects extend beyond training state.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All research procedures were approved by the West
China Hospital Subcommittee on Human Studies and
were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.

Subjects

We investigated 32 healthy, right-handed (Oldfield,
1971) adult volunteers divided into two groups of equiva-
lent number of subjects. The experimental group, consist-
ing of 16 licensed professional acupuncturists [8 males,
mean age ¼ 28 � 1.6 years (mean � standard deviation,
SD)], was compared with a sample of 16 nonacupunctu-
rists (NA), who were precisely age, gender, and level of
education matched. All acupuncturists attended national
medical schools, receiving 5 years training of basic acu-
puncture knowledge, passed the national exam, and
became licensed professional acupuncture practitioner.
The mean duration of acupuncture training and practice
was 60 � 15.5 (mean � SD) months. On the other hand,
the NA group were included in this study on condition
that they had not attended any acupuncture lectures or
the related fields, had no experience in acupuncture prac-
tice. Prescreening interviews were conducted so that the
level of expertise in acupuncture and homogeneity in
controls could be ensured. The subjects reported no past
or current neurological, psychiatric, or neuropsychologi-

cal problems, and did not take drugs or illegal medica-
tion before or during the study. Written informed consent
was obtained after the experimental procedures were
fully explained.

Behavioral Tasks

In an initial exploratory behavioral study, we abstracted
three tests based on the core features of acupuncturists’
training protocols and scenarios of daily clinical practice.
In general, we examined their tactile-motor proficiency of
prohand and emotion regulation. One week before the
scanning session, all the subjects participated in the
following three behavioral tests. For all three tasks, the
subjects were seated comfortably in a quiet room with
minimal distraction from surroundings. After the same ex-
perimenter explained the experimental procedures and
requirements of tasks to subjects, they were required to
repeat the procedures and demands of tasks back to exper-
imenter to ensure all details were explicitly compre-
hended. These tests did not begin until all of them
understood what exactly they were asked to do.

Emotion Regulation Test

This task is designed to evaluate the subjects’ emotion
regulation ability following the revised paradigm from a
previous publication (Cheng et al., 2007).

Before the task, participants filled out a series of self-
report dispositional measures, including the situational
pain questionnaire (SPQ) that assess sensitivity to pain
(Clark and Yang, 1983), the Emotional Contagion Scale
(ECS) that measure the susceptibility to others’ emotions
(Doherty, 1997), and Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI)
(Davis, 1994). During the task, all subjects were shown 120
visual stimuli (120 jpeg files) and these stimuli consisted
of pictures of different body parts of both painful and
neutral situations (Cheng et al., 2007; Lamm et al., 2011).
Pictures were scenarios that are encountered in daily clini-
cal practice. In half of the stimuli, the body parts were
touched by a Q-tip (nonpainful situations), and in the
other half, they were pricked by an acupuncture needle
(painful situations). All acupuncture sites were appropri-
ately chosen with the assistance of an acupuncture physi-
cian of over 10 years’ experience in acupuncture practice.
The visual stimuli were delivered using E-prime 2.0
(Psychology Software Tools). The sequence of images was
randomized. Each image was displayed 4 s, and rating for
unpleasantness lasts 5 s. Participants were asked to focus
on the images shown on the screen and began to score
only after the cue for scoring appeared. The screen for
scoring read ‘‘How intense is the unpleasantness felt by
you now?’’. Participants responded on a 10-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 to 10, where 10 referred to the strong-
est unpleasantness possible, and 1 referred to the absence
of unpleasantness.
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Tactile Discrimination Ability Test

We opted spatial grating orientation (GO) discrimination
task, which is validated as a dependable test of tactile
function (Craig, 1999; Van Boven and Johnson, 1994). The
spatial discrimination threshold (SDT) is an accurate mea-
sure of somatosensory perception and spatial acuity in
humans (Hamm et al., 2006). SDT of the index finger and
thumb of the prohand, that is, right hand in the current
study, was assessed using ‘‘Johnson–Van Boven–Phillips
domes’’ (Med-Core, St. Louis). The fingers to be tested
were immobilized through double-sided tape affixed to
the dorsal aspect of the finger and floor of the fixture to
prevent exploratory movements. Grating domes were
pressed manually onto to the palmar surface of the distal
phalanx of target fingers of the dominant hand/prohand,
using of a spring-loaded apparatus with a spring-loaded
force of 1.5 � 0.2 N, which was adapted following the
fashion of a former study (Van Boven et al., 2005). Gra-
tings were applied with the ridges oriented either along or
across the long axis of the finger and subjects verbally
reported the orientation of the grating as ‘‘along’’ or
‘‘across.’’ During this experiment, subjects were blind-
folded and seated comfortably. The experimenter was
auditorily cued to manual position 1 the domes for 1 s
(Goldreich and Kanics, 2003) and release the grating when
signaled by a computer-driven timing mechanism (Zhang
et al., 2005).

The subsequent experimental block on each finger con-
sisted of 40 trials without feedback. Participants received a
15 s break after every 20 trials, a 1-min break between
fingers. Each trial consisted of two sequential stimulus
presentations (interstimulus interval, 2 s) with gratings of
identical groove width but differing 90� in orientation. In
one presentation, the grooves were aligned parallel
(vertical) to and in the other transverse (horizontal) to the
long axis of the finger and stimulus order was chosen ran-
domly. The criterion was determined as the accuracy of
75% or better (Hodzic et al., 2004; Van Boven and Johnson,
1994).

Fine Finger Movement Test

This task is designed to assess the degree of acupunctu-
rists’ fine-finger movement skill following protocols that
best mimic their daily clinical practice. In the standardized
training protocol (Cheng, 1987), the rotation of needles is
required to be fast and rhythmic to optimally elicit thera-
peutic effects. In this sense, all the participants were asked
to rotate the needle as fast as they could in 30 s, while
making every possible effort to keep each rotation angle
between the interval of 90� and 180�. For this purpose, we
designed a integrated system which enables online record-
ing of subject’s finger movement when subjects were
needling. Acupuncture needles (2.5 inch in length and
0.25mm in diameter) were inserted 2 inch deep into pork.
Among all available materials, we chose pork because the

resistance delivered to the manipulating fingers could sim-
ilarly mimic that of human body. Before the task, partici-
pants were seated before a table where our system was
placed. No upper limb parts (e.g., palm, elbow, or arm) of
the right side were allowed to touch the table. After partic-
ipants tuned for their most comfortable needling position,
the process was started. High-speed camera (24 frames/s)
recorded the whole process of manipulation. A marker
equipped at the end of acupuncture needle was used to
mark the starting position. An in-house imaging process-
ing program was used to calculate the rotation angle of
each round. In later data analysis, the rounds of those
whose rotation angle exceeded 180� or failed to reach 90�

were not counted.

MRI Data Acquisition

Imaging data was collected using a 3T Siemens scanner
(Allegra, Erlangen, Germany) at the Huaxi MR Research
Center, West China Hospital of Sichuan University,
Chengdu, China. A standard birdcage head coil was used,
along with restraining foam pads to minimize head
motion and to diminish scanner noise. After a localizer
scan and conventional structural imaging, resting-state
functional images were obtained with an echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence (30 contiguous slices with a slice
thickness of 5 mm; TR ¼ 2,000 ms; TE ¼ 30 ms; flip angle,
90�; field of view, 240 � 240mm2; data matrix, 64 � 64).
During the 6-min functional scan, subjects were instructed
to keep their eyes closed, not to think about anything and
stay awake during the entire session. After scanning, the
subjects were asked whether they remained awake during
the whole procedure. The structural images were used to
exclude the possibility of clinical abnormalities by two
expert radiologists.

MRI Data Preprocessing

None of the participants showed brain abnormalities on
conventional MRI. Data preprocessing procedures were
carried out using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8)
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and Data Processing
Assistant for Resting-State fMRI (DPARSF) V2.0 Basic
Edition (Yan and Zang, 2010). The first five volumes were
discarded to eliminate nonequilibrium effects of magnet-
ization and allow the participants to adapt to the EPI scan-
ning environment. The images were corrected for the
acquisition delay between slices, aligned to the first image
of each session for motion correction and spatially normal-
ized to the standard MNI template in SPM. No subjects
had head motions exceeding 1 mm of movement or 1�of
rotation in any direction. The linear trend of the time se-
ries was removed and band-pass filtering (0.01 Hz < f <
0.08 Hz) was performed to reduce the influence of physio-
logical noise (Biswal et al., 1995), such as the respiratory
and cardiac rhythms. Individual ReHo maps were
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generated by assigning each voxel a value corresponding
to the KCC of its time series with its nearest 26 neighbor-
ing voxels (Zang et al., 2004). Then a mask (made from the
MNI template to assure matching with the normalization
step) was used to remove nonbrain tissues and noise on
the ReHo maps, and for standardization purposes the indi-
vidual ReHo maps were divided by their own mean KCC
within the mask (Wu et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2011a). Finally,
processed images were smoothed with an isotropic Gaus-
sian kernel (full-width at half-maximum, 8 mm) (Zang
et al., 2004).

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPM8. Voxel-
based comparison of whole brain ReHo maps was con-
ducted. For the acupuncturist group and NA group, a
one-sample t-test (P < 0.05, family-wise error (FWE) cor-
rection throughout the whole brain) was performed to pro-
duce ReHo results across the subjects of each group. Then,
a two-sample t-test (P < 0.05, FWE correction throughout
the whole brain) was applied to compare the ReHo results
between the acupuncturist group and NA group.

Regression Analysis

Regions where the acupuncture group showed signifi-
cant differences over NA group in ReHo properties were
determined as regions of interest (ROIs). The regression
analysis was conducted among ROIs. First, we investi-
gated whether these effects were a function of time; there-
fore, ReHo values of these regions were extracted,
averaged, and regressed against the duration of the acu-
puncture practice. Second, we investigated how central

representations of expertise corresponded to behavioral
expertise. Accordingly, the ReHo values of ROIs were
extracted, averaged, and regressed against behavioral
scores. In total, 15 regression analyses were conducted.

RESULTS

Behavioral Measurements

Emotion regulation test

The analyses of the dispositional measures revealed no
differences between the two groups in terms of ECS, SPQ,
and each subdomain of IRI scores (mean effects of the
group). The detailed information was summarized in
Table I. The control group reported significantly higher
unpleasantness intensity (P < 0.001) than the professional
group. The results demonstrated that the acupuncturists
had better emotional control ability than that of NA
group.

Tactile-motor tests

Acupuncturists had significantly lower SDT than that of
NA group for both right thumb (P < 0.05) and right index
finger (P < 0.05). The detailed information was given in
Table II. The results demonstrated that the professionals
outperformed the NA group in spatial acuity.

The results displayed that acupuncturists achieved sig-
nificantly more rounds of needling when compared with
NA (P < 0.001), as shown in Table II. Our analysis showed
that the control group was less capable of maintaining
rotation angle steady in the prerequired range when
attempting to deliver maximum number of rotations.

ReHo results

The ReHo results for the acupuncturist group and NA
group as shown in Figure 2(P < 0.05, FWE corrected).
Main regions of the default mode network exhibited

TABLE I. Dispositional measurement of empathy and

ratings of unpleasantness in the expert and the control

groups

Task

Experts (n ¼ 16)
Controls
(n ¼ 16)

Mean SD Mean SD

ECS 26.5 3.2 26.3 3.9
SPQ 5.5 0.5 5.4 0.8
IRI(PT) 18.5 3.2 17.9 3.5
IRI(EC) 21.2 3 20.0 3.2
IRI(PD) 13.1 4.3 13.2 4.8
IRI(FS) 17.5 4 17.8 4.1
Unpleasantness* 2.7 0.7 6.3 1.0

*The item that shows significant difference between groups (P <

0.001).
ECS, emotional contagion scale; SPQ, situational pain question-
naire; IRI, interpersonal reaction index; PT, perspective taking;
EC, empathic concern; PD, personal distress; FS, fantasy; SD,
standard deviation.

TABLE II. Psychophysical measure of tactile-motor skills

in the expert and the control groups

Task

Experts (n ¼ 16) Controls (n ¼ 16)

Mean SD Mean SD

NoR* 78.7 6.9 47.9 7.7
SDT** (index) 0.94 0.23 1.11 0.18
SDT** (thumb) 1.16 0.18 1.25 0.11

The item that shows significant difference between groups
(P < 0.001).
*The item that shows significant difference between groups
(P < 0.05).
NoR, number of rotations; SDT, spatial discrimination threshold;
SD, standard deviation.
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significantly higher ReHo values than other brain regions
during resting state; in other words, these regions’ KCC is
larger than that of the rest of the brain, that is, the poste-
rior cingulate, medial prefrontal and bilateral inferior pari-
etal areas. The findings are in line with an early resting
positron emission tomography (PET) study that revealed
higher metabolism in these cerebral regions relative to the
whole brain (Raichle et al., 2001).

As shown in Figures 3 and 4 and Table III, the results of
two-sample t-test (P < 0.05, FWE corrected) revealed that
acupuncturists demonstrated significant increase in ReHo
of the left ventral medal prefrontal cortex/orbitofrontal
cortex (VMPFC/OFC) (Fig. 3) and the hand representation
of primary motor area (MI), hand representation of pri-
mary somatosensory area (SI) contralateral to the prohand
(Fig. 4). On the other hand, no brain regions with signifi-
cantly decreased ReHo were found in acupuncturists. Our
results indicate that ReHo can detect the changed local
homogeneity of the BOLD signals.

Regression Analysis

ReHo of the left VMPFC/OFC negatively correlated
with the unpleasantness ratings in the acupuncturist group
(r1¼ �0.71, p1¼ 0.0022; which when Bonferroni correcting
for 15 tests was 0.0330, Fig. 3), after regressing out

Figure 2.

ReHo results shown as a Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (KCC) map across the acupunctu-

rist group (A) and NA group (B) under resting state (P < 0.05, FWE corrected). Main regions

of the default mode network exhibited significantly higher ReHo values than other brain regions

during resting state. L, left; R, right. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3.

Results of ReHo group differences in cognitive control domain (P <
0.05, FWE corrected across the whole brain) and regression analy-

sis between ReHo and unpleasantness (see Results section for

details). The acupuncturist group showed increased ReHo in the

left VMPFC/OFC. The images are displayed in sagittal view. Correla-

tion analysis shows that the average ReHo values of the left

VMPFC/OFC negatively correlated with ratings of unpleasantness,

indicating ReHo can be used to predict behavioral outcomes.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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potential confounding variables of age, gender, and level
of education in our analysis. No such correlations were
found between sensorimotor outcomes and ReHo of senso-
rimotor regions.

ReHo of the left SI positively correlated with the dura-
tion of acupuncture practice (r2 ¼ 0.70, p2 ¼ 0.0025; which
when Bonferroni correcting for 15 tests was 0.0375, Fig. 4),
after regressing out potential confounding variables of age,
gender, and level of education. The correlation between
ReHo of MI and duration was r3 ¼ 0.68 with p3 ¼ 0.0035,
which when Bonferroni corrected for 15 tests was 0.0525
(Fig. 4), after regressing out potential confounding varia-
bles of age, gender, and level of education. This indicated
marginal correlation. No such significant correlation was
found between ReHo of VMPFC/OFC and duration of
acupuncture practice.

DISCUSSION

In the current study, we set out to explore how train-
ing/expertise effect modulates local pattern of resting state
BOLD synchronizations using ReHo, an approach opti-
mized for detecting local BOLD synchronization varia-
tions. For this purpose, we adopted a novel but robust
expertise model, that is, acupuncturists (Fig. 1). Behavioral
tests demonstrated that acupuncturists group had extraor-
dinary and robust emotion regulation and tactile-motor
skills (Tables I and II). Increased ReHo values were found
in the bilateral VMPFC/OFC, the contralateral hand repre-
sentation of left SI and MI (Figs.3 and 4). Interestingly, the
unpleasantness intensity scores negatively correlated
with ReHo value of VMPFC/OFC in acupuncturists group
(Fig. 3). Additional analysis showed that ReHo values of
SI and MI significantly correlated with the commencement
of acupuncture practice (Fig. 4). The present findings add
evidence to the perspective that experience-dependent
neuroplasticity can shape subsequent spontaneous activity
within the resting brain. Our study furthers this under-
standing by demonstrating enhanced local spontaneous
activity coherence in the resting brain, which is likely to
be attributable to expertise.

ReHo Increases in the VMPFC/OFC for Skilled

Acupuncturists and the Correlation between

ReHo vs. Unpleasantness Ratings

It is interesting though expected that experts rated painful
situations significantly less unpleasant than NA group. This
is consistent with a former study (Cheng et al., 2007). The
difference is not likely to be attributed to dispositional vari-
ables such as sensitivity to pain, empathy disposition, or
emotion contagion because the two groups did not differ on
these traits (Table I). The acupuncturists must use certain
optimized strategies to minimize the opportunities for nega-
tive emotions, which naturally arise in the process of acu-
puncture. With the regulatory mechanism, they are able to
prevent the aversive emotional response from impairing
their ability to heal or be of assistance. Therefore, we argue
that this difference is probably induced by cognitive control
mechanism, that is, emotional regulation, due to one’s ex-
pertise and experience in medical practice (Cheng, 1987).

Figure 4.

Results of ReHo group differences in tactile-motor domain (P <
0.05, FWE corrected across the whole brain) and regression anal-

ysis between ReHo and duration of acupuncture practice (see

Results section for details). The acupuncturist group showed

increased ReHo in the hand representation of MI and hand repre-

sentation of SI contralateral to the prohand. The images are dis-

played in the coronal view. Correlation analysis shows that the

average ReHo values of the left MI, as well as left SI positively

correlated with duration of the acupuncture practice. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE III. Significant ReHo differences

(the acupuncturist group-NA group) (PFWE < 0.05)

Regions Hemisphere

MNI coordinates
(cluster maxima)

Voxels
t (cluster
maxima)x y z

VMPFC/
OFC L �8 56 �16 39 9.4

MI L �29 5 59 19 8.3
SI L �38 �29 65 15 7.8
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Our results displayed increased coherence of local
BOLD signal fluctuations in the left VMPFC/OFC in
skilled acupuncturists. This region is reported to be re-
sponsible for emotion regulation in a study involving acu-
puncturists (Cheng et al., 2007). A number of functional,
behavioral, and lesion studies have indicated that the
orbito-frontal cortex is closely linked with emotion (David-
son et al., 2000). In particular, former analyses
demonstrate that VMPFC/OFC is actively associated with
suppressing or reappraising negative emotional stimuli
and also involved in suppressing the influence of negative
emotional stimuli on subsequent behavior (Quirk and
Beer, 2006). Another support from the current study
regarding the role of this region is negative correlation
between unpleasantness scores, that is, the index of indi-
vidual emotional regulation, and ReHo of the left
VMPFC/OFC in acupuncturists. Altogether, we suggest
that this region is likely to contribute to emotion regula-
tion in acupuncturists. Critically, acquisition of cognitive
skills produces long-term plastic changes, showing differ-
entiated BOLD patterns either under task (Kozasa et al.,
2011) or at resting (Kilpatrick et al., 2011; Taylor et al.,
2012). Recent evidence suggested that VMPFC/OFC is an
important site showing plasticity in emotional regulation
(Luders et al., 2009) and these representational changes
may facilitate skill maintenance (DeFelipe, 2006). Studies
using model of expertise reported less activated and nar-
rowed areas of activation under task in experts compared
with novices (Brefczynski-Lewis et al., 2007). The shrink in
representations probably derive from increased regional
clustering and may reflect high efficiency of information
transfer for low wiring costs due to neuroplasticity modu-
lated by expertise in a specific task (Achard and Bullmore,
2007; Brefczynski-Lewis, 2007). Considering the notion that
the resting brain actively processes previous experiences
(Miall and Robertson, 2006) and the fact that stimulus-
induced activity can modulate resting state activity (North-
off et al., 2010), we propose that increased coherence in
regional BOLD fluctuations in the VMPFC/OFC found in
our analysis may account for acupuncturists’ emotional
regulation ability as a reflection of plastic changes and can
be explained by increased local clustering as a result of
increment in regional information processing efficiency
and the functional specialization within the region. Also,
our findings also support the notion that local resting state
activity is potentially useful in predicting behavioral out-
comes (Tian et al., 2011).

ReHo Increases in the SI and the MI for Skilled

Acupuncturists and the Correlation between

ReHo and Duration of Acupuncture Practice

The skilled acupuncturists of the current cross-sectional
study showed fine sensorimotor skill over NA group as
shown in Table II. Previous studies in humans and nonhu-
man primates establish that the chronic functional neuro-

plastic changes occur following extensive motor learning
or following continued performance of complicated motor
skills (Amunts et al., 1997; Sakata, 2005). Recent evidence
further demonstrate that these plastic changes are even
presentable in resting state (Xiong et al., 2009; Ma, 2011;
Wolpert, 2011). On one hand, in motor learning theory,
tactile information is constantly crucial to account for cod-
ing subsequent motor plan/calculating the outcome of
motor execution (Wolpert et al., 2011) and for retention/
execution of the acquired motor skill (Doyon et al., 2003).
In particular, in our expertise model, the interaction with
information form this sensory modality is even more nec-
essary because it is indispensable in determining whether
the optimal therapeutic effect is achieved or not in each
round of manipulation. On the other hand, acupuncturists
rely heavily on their fine motor skills in daily clinical prac-
tice. We would expect that these result in abundance in
tactile and motor functions. Taken the fact that use is a
major factor driving plasticity of cortical processing (Lissek
et al., 2009) and the resting state is suggested to actively
and selectively processes previous experiences (Miall and
Robertson, 2006), it is reasonable to see plastic changes in
regions responsible for the tactile-motor skills in resting
state. it is well established that the contralateral MI is
engaged in the sequential finger movement control as sug-
gested by former fMRI, PET, and electroencephalogram
data (Frackowiak, 2004) and extensive activity shapes the
functional representation in contralateral human motor
hand area (Granert et al., 2011); SI plays an important role
in the perception for the sense of touch (Frackowiak, 2004)
and plastic changes in functional organizations are also
implicated in this region in context of expertise together
with motor learning (Hodzic et al., 2004; Wan and
Schlaug, 2010). We argue that our results regarding hand
representation of MI and SI may account for acupunctu-
rists’ tactile-motor proficiency. Another rationale of this
finding comes from Doyon and Ungerleider’s theoretical
model of motor learning (Doyon et al., 2003). After
extended years of training and practice, the motor skill
becomes automatic and at its retention state, during which
skilled behavior is thought to require minimal cognitive
resources, to be resistant to interference and the effects of
time and to be readily executed after long delays without
further practice on the task (Doyon and Benali, 2005). The
motor cortical regions and parietal cortex are involved for
this stage (Doyon et al., 2003).

The changes in brain activity levels in the sensory-motor
system are thought to follow Hebbian principle (Klintsova
and Greenough, 1999), which describes a fundamental
mechanism for synaptic plasticity in which an increase in
synaptic efficacy is the outcome of one cell’s repeated and
persistent stimulation of another cell (Hebb, 1949). In other
words, this refers to the notion that neurons that regularly
‘‘fire together, wire together.’’ Such increased synaptic
connectivity may lead to increased local synchronization,
as indicated by rs-fMRI signal (Arthurs and Boniface,
2002; Giuliani et al., 2011), which is an indicator of
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neuronal activities (Lee et al., 2010). As a logical account,
in our study, we observed increased local clustering of
BOLD fluctuation in sensorimotor regions.

What’s more, we detected positive correlations between
ReHo of MI vs. duration of acupuncture practice and
ReHo of SI vs. duration of acupuncture practice. The find-
ings are consistent with the notion that use is a major fac-
tor driving plasticity of cortical processing (Lissek et al.,
2009) and indicates that the these changes occur as a func-
tion of time. Whereas no relationship was detected
between the duration of acupuncture practice and ReHo of
left VMPFC/OFC. We proposed one possible explanation.
It is likely that cognitive skill learning do not necessarily
develop over the same time course with sensory-motor
skills (Draganski and May, 2008; Fields, 2011). Higher-
order cognitive function, such as emotion regulation,
develops procedurally as acupuncturists interact with
patients and are likely to be obtained on an individually
variant basis. Therefore, the absence in correlation could
probably be attributed to the difference in the individual’s
schedule of skill acquisition.

CONCLUSIONS

Resting state of human brain actively maintains ongoing
representations that may be involved in the coding of
expected sensory stimuli, prospective motor responses, and
prior experience (Lewis et al., 2009). Our current study dem-
onstrated that local coherence of rs-fMRI signal increased in
the expert group using a novel but robust model of expertise,
acupuncturists. We suggested that expertise modulates local
resting state BOLD fluctuations by changing regional cluster-
ing strength. Our study reveals a novel connection between
neuroplasticity and subsequent local resting state activity,
which may add a new dimension to our understanding on
functional interpretation of resting brain activity.

Limitation and Future Directions

First, in a cross-sectional study of this kind that involves
a comparison between two rather disparate groups of indi-
viduals, it is not possible to definitively attribute the dif-
ferences we observed exclusively to acupuncture training
that characterizes the skilled acupuncturists. The correla-
tions we found with duration of practice are more due to
skill learning and plasticity; however, it will be necessary
to conduct longitudinal studies within individuals to make
stronger inferences about the impact of training per se.
Second, given our relatively small sample size for fMRI
experiment, the results and premise of the present study
should be interpreted with caution until being replicated
with larger samples. As a matter of fact, we are currently
looking at a chance to conduct a further study with longi-
tudinal design as well as increasing sample size.
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